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background. Follicular Unit Transplantation (FUT) is performed using large numbers of naturally occuring individual
follicular units obtained by single-strip harvesting and stereomicroscopic dissection. Donor wound scarring from strip excision, although an infrequent complication, still concerns enough
patients that an alternative solution is warranted.
objective. The purpose of this paper is to introduce Follicular
Unit Extraction (The FOX Procedure), in which individual follicular units are removed directly from the donor region through
very small punch excisions, and to describe a test (The FOX
Test) that determines which patients are candidates for this procedure. This paper explores the nuances, limitations, and practical aspects of Follicular Unit Extraction (FUE).
methods. FUE was performed using 1-mm punches to separate

follicular units from the surrounding tissue down to the level of
the mid dermis. This was followed by extraction of the follicular
units with forceps. The FOX test was developed to determine
which patients would be good candidates for the procedure. The
test was performed on 200 patients. Representative patients who
were FOX-positive and FOX-negative were studied histologically.
results. The FOX Test can determine which patients are suitable candidates for FUE. Approximately 25% of the patients
biopsied were ideal candidates for FUE and 35% of the patients
biopsied were good candidates for extraction.
conclusion. FUE is a minimally invasive approach to hair
transplantation that obviates the need for a linear donor incision. This technique can serve as an important alternative to
traditional hair transplantation in certain patients.
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MODERN HAIR transplantation began in the 1950s
with an open donor method of harvesting using the
“standard” 4-mm punch based upon the pioneering
work of Dr. Norman Orentreich.1 The size of the
punch was gradually reduced to improve the survival
of hairs in the central part of the graft that had been
subject to poor oxygenation (the donuting effect), and
to make the hair transplant look more natural. Minimicrografting—the use of large numbers of small
grafts harvested with a multibladed knife rather than a
punch, then cut to the size the physician needed—became the standard for hair transplantation in the early
1990s.2 Follicular Unit Transplantation (FUT), a procedure in which hair is transplanted in its naturally occuring individual follicular units, became state-of-theart in the later half of the 1990s.3–7
Punch harvesting was abandoned in favor of donor
strip excision to maximize yield and minimize damage
to the donor follicles. Punch harvesting became imprac-
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tical for smaller grafts, as small changes in the incident
angle of the punch transected proportionally more hair
as the diameter of the punch was reduced. Generating
grafts from a donor strip harvested with a multibladed
knife was superior to the punch graft technique because
it allowed in-vitro visualization of the tissue during the
dissection process, but still caused a significant amount
of transection. Precise control of graft dissection through
direct visualization of the tissue was maximized using
single-strip harvesting and stereo-microscopic techniques.3 These techniques allowed for the removal of
intact individual follicular units from the donor strip
and were the enabling technologies for FUT.
The only significant disadvantage to single-strip
harvesting is the resultant donor scar. Although the
scar usually heals as a nearly undetectable fine line,
such a scar can potentially present cosmetic problems
in patients who choose to wear their hair very short or
in the rare individual who heals with a widened scar.
Additionally, single-strip harvesting can sometimes be
problematic in patients with very tight scalps where a
primary closure is difficult.
To circumvent the necessity of producing a linear
donor incision, we began exploring variations of the
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punch technique. However, instead of using the
punches to merely remove small pieces of hair bearing
tissue, we have attempted to directly extract intact individual follicular units from the donor area without
significant follicular transection, in effect, creating
grafts that are identical to those generated by singlestrip harvesting and stereo-microscopic dissection.
There are several problems inherent in removing individual follicular units with small punches. First, any
significant variation between the incident angle of the
punch and the exiting hair can result in graft transection. Keeping the punch parallel to the follicles
throughout the entire length of the graft is difficult, as
the visual cues used to guide one’s hand are lost once
the punch passes into the depths of the tissue. Second,
it is difficult to keep the punch perfectly oriented
along a single axis when advancement into the tissue
requires a back and forth twisting motion between the
fingers. Third, the anatomic characteristics of follicular units are problematic for direct extraction.
Although it is now widely known that hair follicles in
the human scalp grow in groups of 1–4 hairs rather than
as randomly spaced individual follicles, it is less well
known that this grouping is a characteristic of the dermal component of the follicles only (Figure 1A). If one
examines the subcutaneous layer of the scalp, one notes
the distinctly random distribution of the bulbs8 (Figure
1B). In order for follicles to be grouped on the surface of
the scalp and be random in the fat, the follicles take a
curved path through the skin. To visualize it another
way, follicular units resemble a small bundle of wheat
gathered at the top and splayed apart at the bottom.
The clinical implication of this is that a punch that
neatly encompasses a follicular unit on the surface will
amputate the splayed bulbs as it cuts through the
deeper tissues. Our experience in trying to simply
“punch out” follicular units with a small punch
yielded results that would be anticipated from these
anatomical considerations. It resulted in an unacceptable rate of transection (about 30%) with wide patient-to-patient variability.
In 1997, we began working on tools to circumvent
the problem of follicular unit “splay.” Variations in
instrument design, however, were not able to obviate
the problem. Through correspondence with Dr. Richard Shiell in early 2001, it was brought to our attention that Dr. Masumi Inaba had described a unique
process of removing hair from the donor area in
which the punch was used to cut only part of the way
down the follicle. The remainder of the follicle was
then literally pulled from the scalp. A review of Inaba’s
textbook produced an epiphany. It became clear that
by cutting only partially into the dermis, many of the
problems we were experiencing could be circumvented
and transection could be reduced or eliminated.
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We soon realized, however, that even with this “extraction” technique there was considerable patient-topatient variability in obtaining intact follicular units.
In some patients, follicular units could be removed
completely intact. In others, the grafts pulled apart
during their removal, resulting in the follicles being
fragmented. We searched to find different hair characteristics that would account for this variability. The
most obvious was hair shaft diameter. It was felt that
thick, coarse hair would act to hold the graft together
as it was extracted. It was also assumed that Inaba’s
positive experience with the technique was based
upon a select patient population, i.e., Japanese patients who characteristically have thick, coarse hair.
Unfortunately, the problem was not as straightforward as we had thought. Although successful extrac-

Figure 1. Cross-section views of follicular units at different levels
in the skin. (A) Level of mid-dermis: follicular units are seen as
highly organized groups of 1–4 hairs. (B) Subcutaneous fat layer:
hair bulbs have a distinctly random distribution with organization
into follicular units that are not readily apparent.
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tion occasionally did correlate positively with hair
shaft diameter, we found a number of Asian patients
whose grafts fragmented during extraction and some
fine-haired Caucasian patients in whom extraction
was relatively easy. It was apparent that other factors
were involved. It seemed that the dermis might be as
important as the hair shaft in providing integrity to
the graft during extraction. In conjunction with the
department of dermatology of Columbia University,
we began to study the donor tissue histologically to
see what specific factors contributed to the integrity of
the graft and could account for differences in their
ability to be extracted.
We have defined Follicular Unit Extraction (The
FOX Procedure™) as a technique of harvesting intact
individual follicular units directly from the donor area
using a small punch. In the procedure, a 1-mm punch
is placed directly over an individual follicular unit
and, following the angle of the emergent hairs, the
punch is passed partially through the dermis. Once the
initial advancement is made, the bulk of the follicle is
pulled with forceps, literally “extracting” the follicular unit from the scalp. It is important that the punch
is small enough to leave an imperceptible donor scar.
The FOX Test™ allows the physician to determine
which patients will be good candidates for the procedure. The FOX Test involves five or more small biopsies taken from the back of the scalp in the same manner as in the FOX Procedure. The extracted grafts are
examined under a stereomicroscope for their integrity
and/or sent for histologic examination.
This paper describes the FOX Procedure and the
FOX Test, the indications for use, and the limitations
of the technique. It also attempts to explain why only
select patients are good candidates for the technique.

Materials and Methods
The FOX Test
During the period of study, 200 consecutive patients undergoing their first follicular unit hair transplant procedure
were asked to voluntarily undergo a FOX Test immediately
prior to donor strip harvesting. After informed consent was
obtained, biopsies were performed in the area where the donor strip was to be harvested.
The donor area was prepared for extraction by cutting
the hair to a length of approximately 2 mm with an electric
clipper. This length was long enough to ascertain the hair
direction, yet short enough that a 1-mm punch could fit
neatly over the tuft of hair arising from the follicular unit.
Ring-block anesthesia was established using a mixture of
lidocaine/bupivicaine/epinephrine. Local tumescence was established with a solution of Lactated Ringer’s. A 1-mm
punch was used for the biopsies. Between five and 10 biopsies were taken from each patient. In select patients, a small
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section of intact donor strip was removed along with the
punch biopsies and was submitted for histologic examination.
Each punch was advanced into the dermis (approximately 2 mm), with care not to enter into the subcutaneous
space. With experience, one can feel the increased resistance, indicating that the punch had passed through the
papillary dermis into the denser reticular dermis. If the resistance subsides, the punch has entered the subcutaneous
space and has cut too deep.
After the punch incision was made, rat-toothed forceps
were used to apply gentle pressure on the skin around the
graft, elevating it lightly to allow the top part of the graft to
be grasped. The amount of force (pull) needed to remove the
graft varied from graft to graft and from patient to patient,
although there seemed to be greater variability between patients than between grafts in the same patient. Care was
taken not to tear the graft from the donor site, but rather to
gently extract the graft. If the graft was grabbed too close to
the epidermal surface, pulled too hard, or too quickly, it
tended to fragment. If the graft fragmented in spite of careful technique, it was scored as a negative test. Transection
occurred if the surgeon was unable to keep the punch parallel to the upper portion of the follicular unit. The operator
was usually able to adjust for this within the first few passes.
If the problem persisted, it implied a negative test result.
The extracted grafts were examined under a dissecting
microscope to determine if the entire shaft came out intact
or if hair fragments were produced. They were then classified and sorted according to size (the number of presumed
hairs contained in the original follicular unit). Biopsies were
assessed on a scale of 1–5. A score of 1 was assigned when
all of the follicular units were extracted intact. Patients who
scored 2 had grafts that were extracted with most of the
anatomy intact, but significant loss of the surrounding fat
around the lower part of the follicle or some degree of amputation (20%) of the lower portion of the follicle. Patients who scored 4 had most of the surrounding fat avulsed
with a significant number of distal follicles amputated. A
score of 5 reflected significant damage in virtually all of the
grafts, with the upper portion of the follicles being avulsed
from the lower segment in practically all the samples.
For clinical purposes, patients with positive FOX Tests
were those classified as class 1 or 2, and were considered potential candidates for the FOX Procedure. Those classified
as class 3 were considered neutral (these patients might be
considered positive if there was a strong indication to do the
procedure). Those that were classified as class 4 or class 5
were considered FOX-negative and not candidates for the
FOX Procedure.

The FOX Procedure
The FOX Procedure was performed on patients who were
either FOX Test Class 1 or Class 2. The procedure is essentially identical to that of the FOX Test except that the organization of the larger procedure is more complex. The area
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needed for extraction is generally 8–10 times greater than
the area needed for single-strip harvesting, with FOX Class
2 patients in the upper part of the range and FOX Class 1
patients in the lower range, since the extraction is more efficient.
As an example, for a 500-graft extraction procedure, a
donor area of approximately 50 cm2 would be required in a
FOX Class 2 patient and 40 cm2 in a patient classified as
Fox Class 1. With single-strip harvesting, the same number
of grafts would require 5 cm2 (since the yield averages approximately 100 follicular units/cm2). This same 50 cm2
area would yield only 200–300 intact follicular units in a
FOX Class 4 or Class 5 patient, due to the excessive rate of
transection. (Figure 2).
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Table 1. FOX Test Biopsy Data
FOX Class
1
2
3
4
5
Total

# of patients

% of total

53
72
23
20
32
200

26.5%
36.0%
11.5%
10.0%
16.0%
100%

Results (Table 1)
Histological Examination

We investigated whether histological differences between hair follicles of FOX-positive and FOX-negative patients correlated with the observed clinical differences. Hematoxylin-eosin staining on scalp biopsies

Figure 2. (A) Donor area 3 weeks postop showing mild residual erythema. (B) Donor area 3 months postop.

Figure 3. Hematoxylin-eosin staining of scalp biopsies of 6 different patients. Figure(A)-(C) were taken from FOX Class 1 patients.
Figure(E)-(G) were taken from FOX Class 5 patients. The dermal
sheath surrounding the hair follicle (see arrows) appears thinner
in FOX Class 1 patients as compared to FOX Class 5 patients. Orcein staining to detect elastin bundles reveals stronger staining
within the dermal sheath of a FOX class 1 patient (D) as compared
to a FOX Class 5 patient (H). Original magnification  250.
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Figure 3. Continued.
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of 10 patients was performed. Five of the patients
tested were classified as FOX positive (class 1) and
five were classified as FOX negative (class 5).
Histological analysis did not reveal any differences
in the ratio of anagen vs. telogen hairs between FOXnegative and FOX-positive patients. However, a consistent difference in the thickness of the dermal sheath,
a mesenchymal condensate that surrounds the hair
follicle, was observed between FOX-negative and
FOX-positive patients. FOX-negative patients have a
thicker eosinophilic dermal sheath surrounding the
hair follicle (Figures 3E–G), whereas 4 out of 5 FOXpositive patients have a thinner dermal sheath (Figures
3A–C). For this analysis we compared hair follicles of
similar size and stage which were sectioned at a similar dermal depth as well as at a similar angle, in order
to control for other factors that can influence the
thickness of the dermal sheath.
To investigate whether qualitative differences within
the dermal sheath may correlate with the observed
clinical differences between FOX-negative and FOXpositive patients, we studied the elastin and smooth
muscle content of the dermal sheath and associated fibroblasts. Orcein staining to detect elastin fibers reveals stronger and more prominent staining within the
dermal sheath of FOX-positive patients (Figure 2D)
compared to FOX-negative patients (Figure 3H). Immunohistochemistry using antismooth muscle actin
antibodies did not reveal any significant differences
FOX-negative and FOX-positive patients.

Discussion
Donor Wound Healing

In Follicular Unit Extraction, healing occurs by secondary intention, similar to the classic open donor
method reported by Sasagawa (1930),9 Okuda (1939),10
and Orentreich (1959).1 The major difference is the
wound size. It is only the very small 1 mm wounds of
FUE that provide for rapid healing, produce an imperceptible donor scar, and offer a distinct advantage
over the strip method with respect to donor healing.
Traditional Punch Grafting vs. Extraction

There are two methods by which follicular units can be
removed directly from the donor area using a punch.
In the traditional way, the punch is used to cut the surrounding tissue the full length of the follicle. This can
produce an unacceptable rate of transection due to the
mechanical difficulty in keeping the punch aligned parallel with the hair follicles, and from the splay of individual follicles as they enter the subcutaneous fat.
Inaba suggested a second method. He noted that after partial coring of the single-hair follicular unit, “the
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free composite hair is lifted with a pincette and its root
is nipped with a very thin Pean’s forceps.”11 With that,
the hair can be plucked out of the donor area once the
graft has been freed at its base. Inaba’s insights were
ingenious in that he identified that only the upper third
of the hair shaft needed to be cored and that traction
could be applied to the hair follicle as it was pulled
from its home position. The fact that he needed to have
the root of the hair follicle “nipped” indicates that he
didn’t realize it was possible to pluck the hair completely out of the donor area in some patients.
The ability to “pluck” out a follicular unit without
“nipping the base” varies with each patient. This is partially reflected in the FOX Test results discussed above.
In patients who tested FOX positive, the yield was generally good and the surgery was efficient with the pull
technique. In FOX-negative patients, on the other hand,
FUE was far more difficult to perform, was generally
less efficient, and had a high miss or transection rate.
Histology

The role of the dermal sheath in hair follicle development, growth, and cycling is not well understood. It is
possible that its function is to provide structural support to the hair follicle unit. We can only speculate if
the observed differences in thickness and elastin content between FOX-negative and FOX-positive patients
are related to the observed clinical differences.
Our findings—that the dermal sheath of FOX-positive patients is thinner and more elastin-rich than
those of FOX-negative patients—was surprising, as
we had predicted just the opposite. We expected to
find that FOX-positive patients had a thick dermal
sheath surrounding the hair follicle that would act as a
support capsule and facilitate hair follicle unit integrity upon extraction.
The thicker dermal sheath actually observed in
FOX-negative patients may serve to anchor the hair
follicle more tightly within the dermis and thus may
prevent the follicular unit from being easily extracted.
However, it is our clinical impression that this explanation is incorrect, since the tissue of FOX-negative
patients appears more friable and tends to pull apart
during the extraction process, rather than causing increased resistance.
The hypothesis that the size of the dermal sheath is
the determining factor may be an oversimplification. It
is likely that the molecular composition of the dermal
sheath may be of much greater significance. It is possible that the higher elastin content, and consequently
higher elastin/collagen ratio, found in the thin dermal
sheaths of FOX-positive patients may influence the
possible anchoring function and/or possible support
capsule function of the dermal sheath.
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Patient Variability

We assessed a number of factors to explain patient-topatient variability, including hair shaft diameter, hair
density, scalp tightness, and race. There were no statistically significant correlations with these factors,
but there was a tendency for patients with more coarse
hair to display a greater degree of FOX positivity. As
expected, Asian patients were more likely to be FOXpositive than Caucasian patients. It was interesting,
however, that some very coarse-haired Asian patients
tested as low as a FOX Class 4.
It is our impression that with a greater sample size
(n-value), a statistically significant correlation with
some clinically observable hair characteristics will
arise, with hair shaft diameter the most likely. It is obvious, however, that multiple factors are involved. Despite the somewhat ambiguous histologic results, we
have the strong clinical suspicion that dermal integrity
plays a key role in FOX positivity, and we will continue to pursue this area of research.
Not surprisingly, there was also variability within
different parts of the scalp in the same patient. Hair
direction can vary significantly within localized areas,
as each follicular unit does not grow parallel to adjacent ones, even when the scalp is stretched with traction or tumescence. Because of this, the surgeon must
continually monitor hair direction throughout the extraction procedure.
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gion. In contrast, for eyebrow transplants, restoring
temples, or refining the frontal hairline, the surgeon
might select all 1- and 2-hair follicular units.

Donor Cosmesis

With follicular unit extraction, the prepped area presents a significant postop cosmetic problem for two
reasons. First, the area to be accessed is much larger
(8–10 times as large), and second, the clipped area is
not excised during the procedure, as it is in strip harvesting. To deal with this problem, the male patient is
advised to have his hair either one of two lengths at
the time of surgery. The ideal way for the patient to
hide the harvested zone would be to grow the hair in
the donor area long (longer than needed for strip harvesting) so it would cover the wider shaved area. An
alternative would be to cut all the patient’s hair very
short so it would be essentially the same length as the
harvested area. The wounds are generally not detectable after one week. By this time, the donor area
blends in well with the surrounding scalp. The short-

Transection

Dr. Inaba is of the opinion that when a hair shaft is
transected, many of the follicles survive to produce a
new hair.11 It is important to keep in mind that Inaba
focused upon single hair follicles and had no statistical
scientific evidence to support his claims. If his assumptions are correct, then complete removal of the hair
shaft is not critical. On the other hand, Dr. Kim has
shown that although the amputated upper end of the
hair shaft can regenerate a hair follicle (absent the distal third), the new hair follicle does not grow to the
full diameter of its ancestor.12 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that if maximum fullness from a transplant is to be achieved, complete removal of the hair
shaft and bulb is important in this new technique.
Follicular Unit Selection

Unlike strip harvesting where every follicular unit in
an area is removed, in the FOX Procedure the surgeon
can select which units to extract. Since the average
Caucasian has approximately 30% 3- and 4-hair follicular units and 15% naturally occuring 1-hair units,
one could select only the largest grafts when trying to
achieve the greatest density, such as in the forelock re-

Figure 4. (A) 46-year-old Norwood Class 3 pattern with a persistant forelock. (B) Nine months after 742 follicular units (performed in two Fox procedure spaced 12 days apart) with hair cut
very short to show density/fullness comparison with forelock.
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hair approach offers a much wider potential donor
area for the FOX Procedure and may be a better choice
for larger sessions.

Indications

In its present state, FUE has the following indications:
♦ People with limited hair loss or those who require
small sessions. This group would include patients with
androgenetic alopecia in a Norwood Class 3 pattern
or those with small vertex balding areas (Figure 4)
♦ Limited cosmetic areas, such as widow’s peaks, eyebrows, eyelashes, mustaches
♦ Alopecia secondary to dermatologic conditions
♦ Scarring from dermatologic conditions, trauma, or
neurosurgical procedures
♦ Individuals with low donor supplies, heavily scarred
donor areas, or very tight scalps
♦ Patients who tend to heal with wide scars
♦ Select repairs
♦ Those who wear their hair very short
♦ Athletes who must resume full activity soon after
the procedure
With further experience with this technique, we expect
these indications will be modified and new indications
will be found.

Conclusion
FUE is a minimally invasive surgical procedure that
can benefit a limited subset of patients in a hair resto-
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ration practice. The FOX Procedure involves the direct extraction of the follicular units from a patient’s
donor area using a small punch. At this time, approximately 60% of patients are candidates for this procedure, and the procedure itself is practical in individuals who require less than 600 grafts at a sitting.
Healing is quick, scarring is virtually nonexistent, and
discomfort in the donor area has been virtually eliminated. The authors believe that FUE can benefit select
patients and should be available in every hair restoration practice for use in appropriate candidates.
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Commentary
One of the most serious complications of hair transplanting in
the last decade has been the postoperative development of wide
and cosmetically embarrassing donor area scars. There are multiple possible potential causes for this complication. The two
most important ones, however, are probably the patient’s genetic susceptibility to poor healing and closing the donor
wound with too much tension. The first is unavoidable but the
second is usually the result of a misjudgment on the part of a
surgeon who is attempting to get as much donor tissue as possible in a single session. In particular, in my opinion, the “megasession” of 2500, 3000, or even more grafts was a disaster for
an undocumented number of patients, usually with tighter than
average scalps, who either pushed their surgeon into doing “as
much as possible” in a single session or who were encouraged
by their doctors to do so. Because some of these wide scars are

relatively resistant to successful revision, there is now a sizable
group of patients who had no apparent solution to the problem
except transplanting hair into the scar, if indeed donor hair was
even available. For these individuals, the thought of another
strip being excised, with the possibility of another unsightly
scar, was an appalling prospect. In the past few years they have
made their plight widely known, primarily through the Internet, both looking for a solution and warning others of the
“dangers” of strip harvesting. An acceptable solution to some
of the problems eventually showed up – also on the Internet instead of in medical journals. It consists of the excision of single
follicular units directly from the donor area instead of from an
excised strip of donor tissue. The technique has now achieved
almost a cult status in Internet hair transplant “chat rooms”.
Rassman et al’s article documents their method.
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It would appear that the main advantages of this technique
are: a) Selectivity; follicular units can be chosen and excised on
the basis of how many hairs they contain. As Rassman has
pointed out, one can facilitate the production of the greatest
possible density, for example, by selectively removing only FU
with three or more hairs, b) No sutures are required, and c) All
donor sites rapidly shrink and heal with scars so small they are
difficult to find except on very close inspection. FUE, therefore,
might be advantageous for patients with particularly tight
scalps or an inherent tendency to heal with wide scars if strips
are excised. It may also be preferred by those who are frightened to try strip harvesting either because of past problems
with this technique or because they have seen, heard, or read
about people who have had such problems.
There are, however, a number of significant disadvantages
to FUE:
a) Donor Area Damage. The excision of FU via FUE involves a tremendous increase in the total length of incisions when compared to conventional strip harvesting,
with as yet unknown consequence. For example, if one
were extracting 500 FU, 500 grafts with a 1 mm diameter would be excised. The perimeter of a circle is calculated with the formula 2DR; in this case 2  3.14  .5 
3.12 mm. 500 grafts would therefore involve incisions totaling 1560 mm (500  3.12) or 156 cm or 62.4 inches
(156 divided by 2.5) or 5.2 feet! If instead strip harvesting were employed, a strip that had a surface area of approximately 500 mm, for example 6 mm  83 mm,
could be expected to produce 500 FU. The perimeter of
such an area would be approximately 83  83 or 166
mm, plus the length of the tapered ends. It is unlikely that
would total much more than 200 mm, as opposed to the
1560 mm of incisions created by FUE. It might be argued
that the FUE method could be expected to result in less
damage to deeper vessels than conventional strip excision
because the incisions only go as deep as the mid-dermis.
However, any difference probably would not be that great
when compared to good strip harvesting that includes an
effort to limit the depth of incisions to high subcutaneous
tissue. It seems quite likely that small vessel damage will
be similar, regardless of whether small vessels in the high
subcutaneous tissue are cut with a blade or torn as a graft
is pulled out of its bed. FUE’s nearly eight-fold guaranteed
increase in incision length is therefore hard for me to accept for all but special situations. Under the circumstances, I also find it hard to accept the designation of this
approach as “minimally invasive surgery.”
b) Cosmetic Factors. The authors point out that large areas
of the donor area have to be clipped short in preparation
for FUE in order to find a significant number of FU that
are suitable for extraction, presenting “a significant postop cosmetic problem.” For a 500-graft procedure, for example, Rassman found that 50 cm would have to be
clipped for a FOX class II patient and 40 cm for a FOX
class I patient. (This compares with clipping an area just
slightly larger than 5 cm for conventional strip harvesting.) There is also usually insufficient hair superior to the
clipped donor area to comb over and thereby camouflage
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it. This is obviously much more cosmetically embarrassing than conventional harvesting, where most of the
clipped area is excised and the donor site can be easily
camouflaged, even with 1” (or less) length hair. Rassman
suggests that clipping all the rim hair to a 2- or 3-mm length
minimizes the cosmetic problem, but of course this suggestion does not totally avoid it. As described, it will still
be far more noticeable than conventional harvesting for
at least the first postoperative week.
c) Follicle Damage. It is hard to know how many FU will be
lethally injured during extraction with FUE—even in
FOX class I and II patients—and 40% of Rassman’s and
Bernstein’s patients were not class I or II. Almost certainly, more will be damaged than can be expected with
good conventional harvesting. In addition, rather than
working “blind” in the depths of the wound with FUE,
FU prepared carefully from an excised strip on a welllighted surface with whatever magnification is required—
ironically, long championed by Rassman and Bernstein—
is almost certain to result in less damage to follicles.
When dealing with a limited number of follicles per patient, anything that increases the risk to them is obviously
disadvantageous.
d) Distortion of Follicle Direction. When the small donor
sites heal, they will create scars that will distort the hair
direction or angle of adjacent FU. This will have the result
of making further harvesting by either FUE or conventional means more hazardous to the remaining follicles.
e) Increased Risk of Infection. If additional FUE procedures
are done one or a few days apart, in order to avoid d),
there will almost certainly be a greater likelihood of bacterial pathogens being present in the donor area.
f) Increased Operating Time. FUE is far more time-consuming than conventional harvesting.
For all of the above reasons, while FUE will find a role to
play in hair restoration surgery, I agree with the authors that its
role should be limited. They have noted that “approximately
60% of patients are candidates for this procedure,” but it is
worthwhile to emphasize that they also believe it may only be
of benefit in “a limited subset of patients.” They list a number
of possible indications for FUE. However, given the abovenoted drawbacks, I would tend to reduce that list to two of
them: a) Patients treating only specific limited areas, such as
widow’s peaks, eyebrows, eyelashes, or moustaches, for which
FU with fewer or more hairs and finer or coarser hairs would
be preferable, and b) Patients who have bad scarring of the
scalp that is unamenable to adequate revision. Patients without
such a history should be advised that the likelihood of developing a wide scar from the excision of a 6 mm  83 mm strip, for
example, (to produce 500 FU) is next to zero in the vast majority of people. Despite the hype that may grow for a while, in my
opinion FUE has considerably less chance of becoming the
“state-of-the-art” in donor harvesting, for most patients/doctors, than FUT has of actually being the “state-of-the-art” in
hair transplanting for most patients/doctors.
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